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Foreword

Tom Naratil

Dear Reader,
Today, as investors, policymakers and business
owners hunt for new sources of sustainable
growth, the economic potential of women
remains glaringly untapped. Across the academic
BOEDPSQPSBUFBSFOBT BTJHOJŖDBOUHFOEFSHBQ
continues to create a substantial drag on the
global economy. And while there’s a broadly
shared acknowledgment of the opportunity, decisive action to close this gap has yet to materialize.
5IJTQVCMJDBUJPO¾UIFŖSTUJOBTFSJFTPG6#4SFQPSUT
that will focus on the role of women in today’s globalized world – spotlights the upside opportunity
that greater access to and inclusion in the global
economic mainstream would mean for women, and
for broader society. According to research, if
women were paid and participated in the labor
market in line with best-in-region levels, they would
add USD 12 trillion to the global economy within a
decade – an 11% jump in global GDP. There is also
considerable evidence that greater gender balance,
in particular within corporate boards and executive
UFBNT JTBTTPDJBUFEXJUICFUUFSŖOBODJBMSFTVMUT:FU
systemic and cultural barriers have made parity frustratingly elusive so far.
However, there are reasons to be optimistic. In
the following pages, we identify some of the

underlying structural challenges that have long
MFŝXPNFOPOUIFFDPOPNJDTJEFMJOFTBOETVHgest a number of pathways that are critical to
moving forward. We also highlight a number of
global governmental and corporate policies that
have been implemented with varying degrees of
success. Finally, we show that while the continVFEFDPOPNJDFYDMVTJPOPGXPNFOJTBšPSEFE
even greater urgency given the current macro climate and the unfavorable demographic trends in
many countries, debates about the best ways to
UBDLMFUIJTQSFTTJOHUPQJDQPJOUUPXBSETQFDJŖD
solutions.
'PS6#4 BŖSNUIBUJTQSFTFOUJOBMMPGUIFXPSMEÁT
largest and fastest growing markets, this is an
issue of profound importance. We take seriously
the responsibility we have to our clients, employees, shareholders and communities to help identify ways to unlock growth and to foster more
XJEFMZGFMUQSPTQFSJUZ5IJTSFQPSUBGŖSNTPVSCFMJFG
that when high-potential individuals have the
opportunity to leverage their unique skills and
contribute diverse perspectives, the outcomes can
be powerful.
Thank you for taking the time to read this report
and for your interest in this important topic.

Tom Naratil
President Wealth Management Americas
and President Americas
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Introduction

Carl Berrisford

Min Lan Tan

“ We’ve all come to recognize – prime ministers,
presidents, heads of companies – if we want this
increase…in GDP, you have to get the other half
working and participating in the economy.”
— Melinda Gates, American businesswoman and philanthropist

As the world grapples with a sluggish economy, the
need to embrace change and innovate becomes a
OFDFTTJUZ#VUŖOEJOHOFXTPVSDFTPGHSPXUIJTOÁU
easy especially in the face of structural challenges,
not least of which are an ageing workforce and
falling fertility rates.
It may not be obvious to many but one force
GPS`FDPOPNJDDIBOHFUIBUDPVMEBEEUSJMMJPOTUP
global GDP may just be among us – women.
In “Women as a force for economic change”, we
take a closer look at how a better gender balance
DBOTJHOJŖDBOUMZJNQBDUFDPOPNJDHSPXUI UIF
enduring persistence of the gender gap, the realities of the glass ceiling, and the key issues that governments, corporations and individuals should consider as we work towards a solution.
We also interview four leading businesswomen
GSPNBDSPTTUIFHMPCF¾7JFUOBN +BQBO UIF6,
and the US – who provide insights on the many
challenges and learnings about working women in
their region.
We are excited to share with you our perspectives
on the topic of gender diversity as we walk you
UISPVHIPVSWFSZŖSTUÃ8PNFOBTBGPSDFGPSeconomic change” publication.
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Sluggish economic climate demands urgent
action to close gender gap. To revive the sputtering global economy, closing the gender gap,
particularly in the workplace and boardroom, is
NJTTJPODSJUJDBM4USVDUVSBMDIBMMFOHFTJO`HMPCBMFDPnomic and demographic trends, including declining
labor participation and falling fertility rates, are
forcing workforce gender issues to be addressed
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZBOEXJUIB`TFOTFPGVSHFODZ"DDPSEing to the McKinsey Global Institute, matching
female to male participation rates at best-in-region
levels could boost global GDP by USD 12 trillion or
by 11% within a decade. This has raised awareness
of the enormous opportunity that “women as a
GPSDFGPSFDPOPNJDDIBOHFÄDBOPšFSJOBDIBMMFOHing phase of global economic growth.
Persistence of the gender gap. We have come a
long way since the United Nations started promoting gender equality and empowering women as a
millennium goal a decade and a half ago. But the
progress follows a state of severe imbalance and is
still relatively slow even in so called developed or
mature economies. According to the OECD, only
50% of the world’s women are gainfully employed,
much less than the 75% for men. And women still
earn on average 24% less than the men globally.
Women also remain under-represented in many
sectors such as science-related research and

Introduction

technology, causing an employment segregation
gap. Yet, above all, the issue of the gender gap is
a complex one to tackle and the reasons for its
persistence vary around the world – and are not
peculiar to any culture, region or level of economic development.
Maternity and domestic burden are common
challenges among women. In spite of the complex and varied reasons behind gender inequality,
XFŖOEPOFEFOPNJOBUPSDPNNPOBDSPTTDVMUVSFT
and regions – that of maternity and the issue of
domestic burden. This is a key consideration for
women to either abstain from the workforce
entirely or only seek part-time work, and the
extent to which labor policies and corporate practices support or discourage maternal employment
is also of notable importance. Best-in-practice
policies suggest that paid parental leave rather
than maternal leave can contribute to improving
women participation rates in the economy.
Similarly, ready access to subsidized and quality
child care plays a major role in encouraging
XPNFOUPSFUVSOUPUIFXPSLGPSDFBŝFSESPQQJOH
out due to maternity.
Addressing the glass ceiling as important as
increasing women labor force participation.
Getting more women into work is only a partial
WJDUPSZJGUIFZBSFDPOŖOFEUPMPXFSMFWFMTPGUIF
corporate hierarchy. A recent UBS CIO study
showed that companies where at least 20% of
senior leadership positions were held by women
XFSFNPSFQSPŖUBCMFUIBOUIFJSMFTTHFOEFS
diverse peers. Still, women hold only 18.1% of all
directorships among MSCI World Index
companies. And although female directors have a
notable lead in educational attainment over their
male counterparts, male directors tend to have
more “C-suite” experience, holding CEO, CFO and
other chief positions, than female directors.

Governments and corporations key
to narrowing the gender gap. For governments, the optimal policy mix may extend to
UIF`TQIFSFTPGFEVDBUJPO GBNJMZQMBOOJOH BOEŖTcal and labor policy measures, and must be
EFTJHOFEUPBEESFTTUIFTQFDJŖDOFFETPGFBDI
country – whether developed or developing. Aspirational gender quotas have emerged as a practice in some countries and appear to have
achieved results, raising female leadership in poliUJDTBOEUIFDPSQPSBUFXPSME0UIFSFšFDUJWFHFOder policies may require dedicated action towards
women as a sustainable feature of corporate
behavior, including equal pay structures, a strong
pipeline of talent in both middle and senior management, stronger family support policies, and
mentoring and sponsorship programs to support
the promotion of women.
-BTUJOHTPMVUJPOTSFRVJSFDPTUT USBEFPŤT
BOETIJŞJONJOETFU5IFSFJTOPPOFTJ[FŖUT
all prescription for addressing the gender gap, but
acknowledging the persistence of the gap and its
BUUFOEBOUFDPOPNJDDPTUTJTBDSVDJBMŖSTU`TUFQ
towards a solution. According to the McKinsey
Global Institute, closing the gender gap within a
EFDBEFXJMMDPTUBTNVDIBT64%``USJMMJPOPS
of global GDP. More importantly, lasting solutions
and sustainable progression entail a fundamental
TIJŝJONJOETFUBOEDVMUVSBMBUUJUVEFT¾UIFCVZJO
of the broader society and governments that
these measures are for the greater good. And
UIBUUIFZXJMMJOWPMWFDPTUTPSUSBEFPšTPWFSUIF
short and long term at the family, corporate, and
ŖTDBMMFWFMT5IFTUSFOHUIPGUIFPVUDPNFXJMMBMTP
vary by country and the extent to which social
attitudes are entrenched, and incentives are in
place to enforce these policies.

Carl Berrisford

Min Lan Tan

Equity Analyst

)FBEPG"1"$*OWFTUNFOU0GŖDF
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Chapter 1

Persistence of
the gender gap
“ No country can truly develop if half its
population is left behind.”
¿+VTUJOF(SFFOJOH 6,4FDSFUBSZPG4UBUFGPS&EVDBUJPO

The importance of gender equality in achieving
sustainable long-term economic growth has long
been recognized by global agencies such as the
World Bank, the Organization of Economic CoopFSBUJPOBOE%FWFMPQNFOU 0&$% UIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM.POFUBSZ'VOE *.' BOEUIF6OJUFE
/BUJPOT 6/ 8IJMFQSPHSFTTIBTCFFONBEF 
women are still under-represented in the global
workforce, especially in leadership and managerial
positions, while discrepancies in wages and
employment segregation continue to be a reality.

Labor force participation gap
Only 50% of the world’s women are gainfully
employed compared to 75% of men. The gap has
undoubtedly narrowed in most countries in recent
decades, but considerable disparities still exist.
According to the OECD, the gap remains greatest
in Saudi Arabia and India at over 45%, and lowest

in Canada and France at under 10%, suggesting
some contrasting circumstances between developing and developed markets.
Economic inequality between the sexes is rooted
in educational opportunities. According to the
UN, educational attainment has accounted for
about 50% of economic growth in OECD countries over the last half century. Much of the
improvement in education has been achieved by
equalizing the number of years men and women
attend school, and by increasing women’s access
to higher education. Women already surpass men
in post-secondary school enrollment in most
developed countries and half of the developing
ones. However, while equal-education opportuniUJFTBSFBHPPEŖSTUTUFQJOBEESFTTJOHUIFHFOEFS
gap, they do not necessarily translate into equality
in labor force participation.

Fig. 1

Female labor participation deﬁcit relative to men by country (15–64 years)
Gender gap in %
60
45
30
15

Source: OECD Employment database, as of March 2014
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Persistence of the gender gap

The number of women represented in world
parliaments nearly doubled over the last two
decades, but at 22%, the level remains low.
Female working-age participation in the workforce also rose over this period, but at 50%, it
also remains well below the men’s 75% level. In
addition, women still earn on average 24% less
than men globally. The UN Sustainable Development Goal No. 5 aims to address these gaps. By
2030, the UN wants girls and boys to complete
free equitable and quality primary and secondBSZFEVDBUJPOBDIJFWFGVMMBOEFšFDUJWFQBSUJDJpation and equal opportunities for leadership at
all levels of decision-making in political, economic, and public life; and have the value of
unpaid care and domestic work recognized
through the provision of public services and
social protection policies.

Fig. 2

Gender parity index by level of education*
Gender diﬀerences at secondary and tertiary levels in EMs and DMs are small
1.40
1.20
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Latin America
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Gender Parity Index in secondary level enrolment
Gender Parity Index in tertiary level enrolment
* the ratio of women to men
Source: UN’s Millennium Development Goals Indicators

iStock

Gender equality and
FNQPXFSNFOUUPXPNFOBOE`HJSMT
.BUDIJOHTUBUJTUJDTXJUI6/`HPBMT
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Interview with Hana Dang
Cultural attitudes, education
opportunities & career challenges
Hana Dang is CEO of Golden Communication
Group, a Ho Chi Minh City-based marketing and
advertising company. She was born in Vietnam and
has an MBA from the University of Chicago Booth
School of Business.

Vietnam has a large number of women CEOs at
listed companies. What are the key reasons for this
and is it replicable in other Asian countries?
This is linked to the culture and history of Vietnam. The
Vietnam War resulted in the death of large numbers of
Vietnamese men. Many women who are now CEOs grew
VQXJUITJOHMFNPUIFSTPGTUSPOHDIBSBDUFS8FPŝFOEJTcover this when we sit down around a table and discuss our
families. Entrepreneurship is generally strong in Vietnam.
However, because of the role model of the strong single
mother, Vietnam has created a breed of women who are
highly motivated to manage their own companies. These
factors may not be easily replicable in other Asian countries.
Would you say that men and women have equal
educational opportunities in Vietnam?
There is educational equality for men and women if you
are from an educated background, wealthy or live in the
city. In rural Vietnam, where 70% of the population still
SFTJEFT JUJTOPUTPFRVBM*GGBNJMJFTDBOPOMZBšPSEUP
send one child to school, they will normally choose a boy
over a girl. But the proportion of kids that do not go to
school is generally low. Still, rural Vietnamese are emergJOHGSPNQPWFSUZBOEDBOHFOFSBMMZBšPSEUPTFOEUIFJS
DIJMESFOUPTDIPPM5IFHPWFSONFOUBMTPPšFSTTPNFTVQport in this respect so that helps to balance the educational opportunities for the sexes.
Which are the industries in Vietnam where female
participation is low or where female participation
might be frowned upon?
Interestingly, women outnumber men in Vietnam, so you
UFOEUPTFFUIJTSFŗFDUFEJOUIFCBTJDXPSLGPSDFFWFSZwhere. At the level of middle management, despite the
greater number of women in the workforce, the share of
male and female middle managers is roughly equal. HowFWFS BUUIFMFWFMPGTFOJPSNBOBHFNFOUZPVXJMMŖOEUIBU
only 10–20% are women. Female CEOs normally sit on
male-dominated boards of directors!
As the CEO of a successful marketing company, what
are the greatest challenges you have faced in your
career path?
Traditional attitudes towards women remain deeply
ingrained in Vietnamese culture. When I started my adver-
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tising company as a 25-year-old, I hired a male creative
director from Belgium who happened to be quite tall. At
meetings, clients always assumed I was his secretary.
When I attended UC Booth, the number of female students was less than around 20% and this fell to 10% by
the end of the course due to dropouts. In Vietnam, when
women give birth they tend to drop out of the workforce,
while men climb the corporate ladder and get promoted.
In my own experience, even when I have done a good job,
I feel a constant need to have to prove myself although
this tends to change once your reputation is more established.
Would you describe the management styles of
female and male CEOs at Vietnamese companies
BT`CFJOHEJŤFSFOU *GZFT DPVMEZPVQSPWJEF
examples?
5IJTJTBEJGŖDVMURVFTUJPO*CFMJFWFCPUINFOBOEXPNFO
managers have strengths and weaknesses. Possibly,
XPNFONBOBHFSTIBWFBTPŝFSNBOOFSPGDPNNVOJDBtion, while men may be more direct. However, women
can also be overly sensitive and waver in making hard
EFDJTJPOT XIJMFNFONBZŖOEUIJTFBTJFSUPEP6MUJNBUFMZ 
I believe in mixed management teams which can combine
the strengths of both sexes. It requires a lot of skill as a
female CEO to convince a male-dominated board of directors. For a listed company to get the buy-in of all the
shareholders, who are usually men, is harder still.
What do you see as the major challenges to
overcoming the gender gap in the coming years as
Vietnam’s economic development progresses?
I think that traditional cultural attitudes towards women
remain a hurdle. Much like in China, Vietnamese families
prefer to have boys and will continue to give birth until
they get one. Thus, having families with several girls and
one boy is quite common. However, there are penalties
for having more than two children in Vietnam, although
these are not as onerous as they are in China, even
though they have been relaxed there too. Urbanization
and also the openness of the internet (Facebook is very
QPQVMBSJO7JFUOBN BSFIFMQJOHFSPEFUIFTFBUUJUVEFTBOE
are bringing about positive change, so the outlook for
gender equality in Vietnam is certainly improving.

Persistence of the gender gap

“ Educate a woman and you educate her family.
Educate a girl and you can change the future.”
¿3BOJB"M"CEVMMBI 2VFFO$POTPSUPG+PSEBO

Employment segregation gap

Fig. 3

Despite the progress made in education equality,
XPNFOUFOEUPCFVOEFSSFQSFTFOUFEJOŖFMET
related to science, engineering, manufacturing,
construction, IT and information. They also earn
fewer advanced degrees, especially in science-reMBUFEŖFMET SFTVMUJOHJONPSFNFOUIBOXPNFOJO
research. Women account for 30% of all researchers, an increase over previous decades but still far
from parity. And in IT and information, female
participation remains globally low at around 33%.

Science-related research is one of several ﬁelds
where women are under-represented
120.00
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00

Although progress has been made in many counUSJFTJOOBSSPXJOHUIFQBZEJšFSFODFCFUXFFO
men and women, the rate of normalization has
been slow. Based on a UN labor study of the EU
gender gap, the disparity in hourly wages
between the sexes tends to be greatest in the
ŖOBODJBMBOEUIFJOTVSBODFTFDUPSTBU
female–to-male earnings; the smallest is in water,
supply sewerage and waste, where the ratio
FYDFFET4JHOJŖDBOUMZ JUJTUIFTFSWJDFTFDUPST
which are increasingly the growth engines of
developed and many developing economies, and
whose share of GDP is typically on an uptrend.
Interestingly, there is no clear regional, cultural or
trend by level of development in the state of the
HFOEFSQBZHBQBUDPVOUSZMFWFM TFF'JH

World

Developing regions

Developed regions

Latin America
and the Caribbean
Caucasus and
Central Asia

Northern Africa

Western Asia

South-Eastern Asia

Gender pay gap

Sub-Saharan Africa

Southern Asia

0
Eastern Asia

The segregation bias continues, with the employment of women concentrated in domestic work,
education, and health and social work. Here the
contrast between developed and developing
regions is not so marked.

Women’s and men’s share of the total number of researchers by region, 2011

Women
Men
Source: UN, as of 2015

The Halifax pocket money
TVSWFZFYQPTFTHFOEFSHBQTBU`BO
early age
A pocket money survey conducted last year
by British building society Halifax suggests
UIBUŖOBODJBMCJBTFTUPXBSETHFOEFSTFYJTU
BU`BOFBSMZBHF UIPVHIUIFZBSFDIBOHJOH
rapidly. According to the Halifax survey, more
boys in the UK receive weekly allowance than
HJSMT WT #PZTBMTPSFDFJWFEPO
average 11 pence more than girls. But the
gender gap of 1.2% has contracted sharply
since 2014 when it stood at 5%. The 2015
survey also revealed a reversal in the trend of
NPSFHJSMTCFJOHBTLFEUP`EPDIPSFTJOSFUVSO
for spending money than boys. For example,
19% of girls and 22% of boys were asked to
perform tasks in exchange for allowance,
compared to 28% and 21% respectively the
previous year.
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Fig. 4

Ratio of female-to-male earnings, 2008–2012
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Chapter 2

The glass
ceiling
“ Hiring and promoting talented women
is the right thing to do for society and it’s
an economic imperative.”
— Carlos Ghosn, Chairman, Renault-Nissan Alliance

Women under-represented
in corporate leadership
Matching male and female involvement and pay
in labor markets across industries is desirable but
only a partial win if women are limited to the
lower ranks of the corporate hierarchy or in supporting rather than operational roles. An enduring characteristic of female labor market participation is the so-called “glass ceiling,” an
intangible barrier that appears to have prevented
women from rising to higher level positions. This
also contributes to the imbalance between men
and women in senior corporate managerial positions.
The pronounced gender gap at the level of corpoSBUFMFBEFSTIJQJTSFŗFDUFEJOUIFMPXOVNCFSTPG
women in corporate directorship and corporate
executive positions at publicly listed companies.
Among MSCI World Index companies, women
held 18.1% of all directorships.1'PS`.4$*&NFSHJOH.BSLFUT UIFŖHVSFTGBMMUP/PSXBZ 
Sweden and France have the highest percentage
PGCPBSETFBUTŖMMFECZXPNFOBU 
and 33.5% respectively in part due to the imposition of quotas requiring corporate boards to have
PGQPTJUJPOTŖMMFECZXPNFO2

According to the MSCI study, the frequent attriCVUJPOUPUIFRVBMJŖDBUJPOHBQUPFYQMBJOUIF
gender imbalance in the corporate boardroom
appears to have no merit. Female directors have a
notable lead in educational attainment over their
NBMFDPVOUFSQBSUT TFF'JH .BMFEJSFDUPST 
however, tend to have more “C-suite” experience
holding CEO, CFO and other chief positions than
GFNBMFEJSFDUPST5IJTUFOETUPSFŗFDUUIFHMBTT
ceiling that blocks women aspiring to senior management positions.

Fig. 5

Ratio of men vs. women in leadership positions
and their qualiﬁcations
MSCI World Directors as of August 15, 2015
70%
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0%

 4PVSDF.4$*8PNFOPO#PBSET(MPCBM5SFOETJOHFOEFSEJWFSTJUZ
on corporate boards, November 2015
2
However, it has been noted that even in Scandinavian countries a
high level of board representation does not necessarily translate
JOUPBIJHIMFWFMPGXPNFOJODIJFGFYFDVUJWFSPMFT 4PVSDF5JNF 
+VOFÃ5IFTVSQSJTJOHDPVOUSJFTXJUINPSF8PNFOJO$PSQPSBUFMFBEFSTIJQUIBOUIF64¾PSFWFO4DBOEJOBWJBÄ 

Leadership:
C-Suite

1

Leadership:
Non C-Suite

Education

Women
Men
Source: MSCI ESG Research, as of November 2015
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The glass ceiling

$VMUVSBMBOESFHJPOBMEJšFSFODFT
According to the UN, France has the highest share
of women in management in the OECD at 36%
compared to a 47% female labor participation
SBUF4JHOJŖDBOUMZ JOFNFSHJOHNBSLFUT UIFQFScentage of working women in managerial positions is not that much behind G7 markets –
though overall female labor participation rates are
smaller.

women in senior management than G7 counties.
For example, a study by Grant Thornton (Grant
5IPSOUPO*OUFSOBUJPOBM#VTJOFTT3FQPSU DPOcluded that women in senior management is 26%
in BRICS, and 35% in Eastern Europe, with Russia
topping the charts at 45%. The egalitarian ideology, coupled with equality of education, government requirements of maximum labor force participation, and easy access to state-run childcare,
seems to have bred a culture of equal opportunities and the promotion of women.

0UIFSTUVEJFTUIBUIBWFVTFEEJšFSFOUDPSQPSBUF
universes have argued that Eastern European,
ASEAN and BRIC companies enjoy higher levels of

Fig. 6

Share of women in employment and in senior and middle management,
2009–2013, in %
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Source: United Nations, as of 2015

Women score poorly in the number of senior appointments and employment at central banks and international agencies
Of the 176 global central banks, just 14, or 8%,
IBEBXPNBOBTHPWFSOPSBTPG"VHVTU
ŖWFJOEFWFMPQFESFHJPOT $ZQSVT 3VTTJB 4FSCJB 6LSBJOFBOEUIF64 GPVSJOTVC4BIBSBO
Africa (Botswana, Lesotho, Sao Tome and PrinDJQFBOE4FZDIFMMFT BOEUIFSFNBJOJOHŖWFJO
other developing regions (the Bahamas, MalayTJB UIF.BMEJWFT 4BNPBBOE1BMFTUJOF 0O
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average, 24% of central bank employees are
women. The percentage is even lower at international institutions – the IMF, the World Bank,
the Bank for International Settlements and the
International Organization of Securities Commissions – ranging from just 4% to 20%.

The glass ceiling

“ If Lehman Brothers had been a bit more Lehman Sisters…
we would not have had the degree of tragedy that we had
as a result of what happened.”
— Christine Lagarde, MD of IMF

iStock
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The glass ceiling

Impact of gender diversity
on corporate performance

Leading asset owners and global advocacy groups
have called for women to make up at least 30%
of boards of directors, based on statistical studies
PGDPNQBOZQSPŖUBCJMJUZBOEŖOBODJBMQFSGPSmance. Academic research has suggested that
three female board members constitute a critical
mass that enables them to contribute more
equally to group decision making 2.

Studies 1 suggest there is strong empirical evidence that diversity in senior leadership positions
and corporate boards can improve corporate performance. One reason for this is the belief that
EJWFSTJŖFECPBSETNBLFCFUUFSEFDJTJPOTQPUFOUJBMMZCFDBVTFXPNFOBSFNPSFÃSJTL`BWFSTFÄ

$PNQBOJFTXJUIHFOEFSEJWFSTFMFBEFSTIJQFOKPZTVQFSJPSŖOBODJBM
performance
A sustainable investing report by UBS CIO Wealth
.BOBHFNFOU3FTFBSDI Ã0OUIFSPBEUPQBSJUZ
(FOEFSMFOTJOWFTUJOHÃ SFWFBMFEUIBUNPSFHFOder-balanced US companies, in terms of executive
management and board representation, tended
to outperform the broader US equity market over
a six-year period. The same study found that, in
the US, Russell 1000 companies with women
making up at least 20% of the board and senior
NBOBHFNFOUIBEIJHIFSQSPŖUBCJMJUZBDSPTTWBSJ-

ous metrics relative to their less gender-diverse
peers. A separate 2016 study by the Peterson
Institute for International Economics found a substantial correlation between the presence of
women on corporate boards and in senior manBHFNFOUBOEŖSNQFSGPSNBODF'PSQSPŖUBCMF
ŖSNT BNPWFGSPNOPGFNBMFMFBEFSTUPB
representation is associated with a 15% increase
JOOFUSFWFOVF CBTFEPO ŖSNTIFBERVBStered in 91 countries.

Fig. 7

Proportion of companies with at least one woman on their executive board in
2005 and 2011, by country
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 4PVSDF)POH -VBOE1BHF 4DPUUÃ(SPVQTPGEJWFSTFQSPCMFN
solvers can outperform groups of high-ability problem solvers”,
/FX`:PSL6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT 4FQUFNCFS
2
Kramer A.M,V and Erkut, S.
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Chapter 3

Towards a solution –
understanding what
matters
“ If you had parity of employment in Africa,
you would raise GDP by 12%.”
— Melinda Gates

The economic case for a better
balance
What is at stake. Resolving gender-gap issues
acquires a new relevance in the current global economic predicament. With global economic growth
challenged by cyclical and structural factors such
as demographic aging and falling fertility rates,
addressing imbalances in the workforce is seen
increasingly as a solution. A key argument is that
rapid aging is shrinking the global labor force and
addressing the gender gap by raising female labor
force participation to male levels would stimulate
FDPOPNJDHSPXUI+BQBOJTPŝFODJUFEBTBOFYBNple of a stagnant economy where rapid aging is
eroding the labor force while women, who are
among the best educated in the region, remain an
VOEFSVUJMJ[FEBTTFU5IFDVSSFOU+BQBOFTFHPWFSOment has responded with a number of initiatives
to encourage women to seek jobs under the camQBJHOÃ8PNFOPNJDTÄ TFFTJEFCPY 

According to a 2013 IMF study 1, GDP per capita
losses attributable to gender gaps in the labor
market are estimated at 27% in some regions of
the world 2. Raising female levels of labor participation to match those of males would raise GDP
JOUIF64CZ JO+BQBOCZ JOUIF6"&CZ
 BOEJO`&HZQUCZ% 3. The International
Labor Organization estimates that 865 million
women worldwide could be more fully engaged
in the national economy. The lion’s share of them
`NJMMJPO SFTJEFTJOEFWFMPQJOHOBUJPOT

 4PVSDF*.'Ã8PNFO 8PSLBOEUIF&DPOPNZ.BDSP&DPOPNJD
Gains from Gender Equity”, September 2013.
2
 4PVSDF$VCFSFT % BOE.5FJHOJFS  Ã(FOEFS(BQJOUIF
-BCPS.BSLFUBOE"HHSFHBUF1SPEVDUJWJUZÄ 4IFGŖFME&DPOPNJD
Research Paper.
3
 4PVSDF"HVJSSFFUBM  Ã&NQPXFSJOHUIF5IJSE#JMMJPO8PNFO
and the World of Work in 2012” Booz and Company.
1

8PNFOPNJDT¾UIF+BQBOJOJUJBUJWF
Ã8PNFOPNJDTÄJTBOJOJUJBUJWFPG+BQBOFTF
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to boost female
workforce participation to stimulate economic
growth. It recognizes that limited job opportunities for women, especially mothers, could be
DPOUSJCVUJOHUP+BQBOÁTFDPOPNJDTUBHOBUJPO
5IFQSPHSBNBMTPTFFLTUPCPPTU+BQBOÁTMPX
fertility rate. The World Economic Forum ranked
+BQBOst out of 142 countries in gender
equality in 2015. Womenomics encourages

more family-friendly policies by employers, seeks
to add childcare centers for working parents and
aims to increase the number of women in leadership positions in business and government
through a goal system. It also endeavors to broaden paid maternity and paternity leave policies,
and reform the tax system to promote these
goals. It has been showcased as a model for
other countries with similar low female labor
participation rates to emulate.
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Interview with Yukari Inoue
Addressing traditions, identifying policy challenges,
need for empowerment
Yukari Inoue is the Managing Director of
,FMMPHHÁT+BQBOBOE4PVUI,PSFB BOEBOFYUFSOBM
CPBSENFNCFSPG+$$PNTB$PSQBOE4VOUPSZ
Beverage & Food Ltd.

+BQBOJTUIFXPSMEÀTUIJSEMBSHFTUFDPOPNZ ZFUJU`JT
ranked 101st out of 142 countries in gender equality
by the World Economic Forum. Can addressing
Japan’s gender equality improve the growth
prospects of the Japanese economy?
I think gender equality is a key to success, and many
studies show increasing women leaders can improve
CVTJOFTTSFTVMUT JODMVEJOHQSPŖUBCJMJUZ8PNFONBLFVQ
half the population and contribute more than 60% of
UIFDPOTVNFSQVSDIBTFTJO+BQBO5PESJWFDPOUJOVFE
CVTJOFTTTVDDFTT XFOFFEUPEPUIJOHTEJšFSFOUMZ
8PNFOCSJOHEJšFSFOUQFSTQFDUJWFT FYQFSJFODFT BOE
thinking, complementing other views and strengthening
the team and the business as a whole.
What are the major challenges to Abe’s
“womenomics” initiative to increase the number of
XPNFOJOUIFXPSLQMBDF 8IBUJTSFRVJSFEUP`NBLF
JUXPSL 8IBUBEEJUJPOBMNFBTVSFTEPZPV`UIJOL
Japan can take to close the gender gap?
The bill promoting active participation by women
JTTVFE`MBTUZFBSSFRVJSFTDPNQBOJFTXJUIPWFS
employees to set up internal targets, develop action
plans and publically share the status. I think this is great
progress. I believe one of the biggest challenges is to
break the unconscious bias among male leaders and for
all to truly embrace women leaders. We need to encourage everyone to initiate more open conversations to
share concerns and learn best practices. It would also be
FšFDUJWFUPQSPWJEFUBOHJCMFBOE`WJTJCMFJODFOUJWFTUP
reward those who meet the targets.
Women make up less than 5% of managing
directors or department heads in Japan, according
UP$BCJOFU0GÎDFTUBUJTUJDT8IBUBSFUIFLFZ
obstacles to women seeking leadership positions in
business in Japan?
*UIJOLUIJTMPXŖHVSFJTEVFUPUXPHSPVQTPGXPNFO
One group of women has high aspirations and drive, but
obstacles in their company have limited their careers.
5IJTHSPVQXJMMFWFOUVBMMZCFCFUUFSPšUIBOLTUPUIFCJMM
promoting active participation by women. The challenge
lies with the other group of women – women who are
not interested in taking a leadership position as they can-
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not imagine what life would be like if they took the role,
who are happy where they are and do not like taking
risks. For this second group, we need to inspire them to
UIJOLEJšFSFOUMZBOEESFBNPGBOFXGVUVSFCZQSPWJEJOH
SPMFNPEFMT JNQSPWFDPOŖEFODFUISPVHIDPBDIJOHBOE
mentoring, and foster an inclusive corporate culture to
accept failures.
Is it easier to further succeed in the workplace
JG`POFJTVONBSSJFEJO+BQBO *GTP XIBUBSFUIF
reasons for this?
I believe success in the workplace depends on one’s talFOUT FšPSUT NFOUPSJOH ESJWFBOEEFTJSFUPTVDDFFE"MM
women have unique contributions to make and should
be encouraged to succeed.
What are the key trends you have observed over
the years with regard to women in the workplace?
What would you change?
It is great to see more women in business who balance
both their corporate and family responsibilities and more
women in traditionally male roles. To support these
changes, I would like to see improved day-care accessibilJUZ NPSFŗFYJCMFXPSLQPMJDJFTBOENPTUJNQPSUBOUMZ B
more inclusive corporate culture that respects individual
needs and values and recognizes the unique contributions women can bring.
8IBU JOZPVSWJFX BSFUIFNBJOEJŤFSFODFTJO
leadership style between men and women in
corporate Japan?
I saw a recent global report that showed a correlation
between high emotional intelligence and leaders who
EFMJWFSCFUUFSSFTVMUT*PCTFSWFUIFTBNFJO+BQBO
Women outperform in the majority of key emotional
intelligence competencies, such as emotional self-awareOFTTBOEEFNPOTUSBUJOHFNPUJPOBMFNQBUIZ*`IBWFBMTP
XJUOFTTFEUIBUXPNFOBSFCFUUFSBUVTJOHTPŝTLJMMTDSJUJDBMGPSFšFDUJWFMFBEFSTIJQBOETVQFSJPSCVTJOFTTQFSGPSmance in today’s complex, fast-paced and interconnected world.
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ing aging population. We also have similar government
moves to address gender gaps in employment and work.
We have highly engaged and talented females both in
+BQBOBOE,PSFB*OUIF,FMMPHHÁT+BQBOMFBEFSTIJQUFBN 
four out of seven are female, and in the Kellogg’s Korea
leadership team, three out of seven. In 2016, Kellogg’s
,PSFBXBTBMTPDFSUJŖFEBTBGBNJMZGSJFOEMZDPSQPSBUJPO
by the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family.

iStock

As the head of Kellogg’s Japan and South Korea
PQFSBUJPOT EPZPVTFFBOZNBSLFEEJŤFSFODFTJO
attitudes towards women in the workplace in
Korea compared to Japan?
"DUVBMMZ *ŖOENPSFTJNJMBSJUJFT8FTIBSFTJNJMBSUSBEJtional approaches of men working outside, and women
working in the home and raising children. We also
observe similar social trends, such as increased numbers
of highly educated women, low birth rates and a grow-
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Setting realistic targets. A recent study by
McKinsey 1 forecasts that eliminating the gender
gap in its entirety could add USD 28 trillion, or
B`CPPTUUPHMPCBM(%1CZ)PXFWFS 
the study concedes that such a target may
CF`VOSFBMJTUJDBTDIBOHFTJODVMUVSFBOETPDJBMWBMues require more time. We view as more realistic
an approach which targets narrowing the gender
gap by adopting a best-in-region approach.
"DDPSEJOHUP.D,JOTFZ UIJTDPVMEBEE64%``USJMlion to global GDP by 2025, equivalent to 11%
growth. This estimate is premised on each region
improving the gender gaps in the workforce at
the rate of the best-in-region rather than achieving female labor participation on par with men.
Emerging markets are especially sensitive to
improved labor market participation rates, with
90% of the economic value derived from a higher
participation rate in India, 85% in MENA, and
67% in South Asia, according to the McKinsey
TUVEZ TFF'JH 

Fig. 8

Economic value derived by closing
the gender gap is primarily driven by rising
women labor participation rate
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“ Children are not a distraction from more important work.
They are the most important work.”
— C.S. Lewis, British novelist

Acknowledging the issue of
maternity and domestic burden
The domestic burden. Positive developments in
women entering the job market in most countries
disguise the fact that they continue to bear most of
the domestic burden, including child rearing, care
for the elderly, cooking, cleaning and other housework. When regarded as unpaid work, this domestic burden, combined with paid work, results in
XPNFOXPSLJOHMPOHFSIPVSTUIBONFOBOBWFSage of 30 minutes a day longer in developed countries and 50 minutes in developing countries. The
domestic burden also plays a role in shaping the
type of employment in which women are typically
DBTUQBSUUJNFXPSL XBHFXPSLBOEUIFJOGPSNBM
economy. Women are more likely to be employed
part-time than men, which results in lower wages,
poor job security, and fewer promotion and training prospects. About 80% of all part-time workers
across OECD nations are women.
The maternity factor.5IFEJšFSFOUGFNBMF
FNQMPZNFOUSBUFTCZDPVOUSZBSFPŝFOMJOLFEUP
the prevalence of family-friendly labor policies.
"`6/TUVEZPGNBUFSOBMQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIF&VSPpean workforce by size of family showed a consistently higher employment rate for mothers in Nordic countries than in other European countries (see
'JH UIBOLTUPUIFTUSPOHHPWFSONFOUBMBOE
social support working parents with children

under age three receive there. Indeed, there is
strong evidence that Nordic countries display bestJOQSBDUJDFGBNJMZQPMJDJFT TFFCPY *ODPOUSBTU JO
+BQBO UIFBCTFODFPGIPMJTUJDGBNJMZQPMJDJFTBOE
TVQQPSUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFIBTQSPEVDFEBDPOŗJDU
between getting women back in the workplace
and producing more babies.

Fig. 9

Average maternal employment rates
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Nordic countries lead the charts in best practice gender policies
Nordic countries typically top World Economic
Forum charts on global gender gap rankings.
Indeed, there is evidence that gender gap policies
IBWFEFFQSPPUTJO/PSEJDQPMJUJDT4XFEFO /PSXBZ %FONBSLBOE'JOMBOEXFSFBNPOHTUUIFŖSTU
DPVOUSJFTUPHJWFXPNFOTVšSBHFJO  
1915 and 1906, respectively. Political parties
introduced voluntary gender quotas in these
countries by the seventies. And Sweden currently
leads the world with the highest share of women
in parliament at close to 45%. Other Nordic legislatures typically have over 40% of female lawmakers, almost double the global average. The gen-

der gap practices quickly moved to the corporate
XPSME XJUI/PSXBZUIFŖSTUDPVOUSZUPMFHJTMBUFB
40% gender quote for the board of directors of
public and state-owned companies in 2003, followed by similar quotas by other Nordic countries
in subsequent years. Nordic education policies
also saw full literacy rates for both genders achieved many decades ago, and currently women at
university outnumber men at a multiple of 1.5
times in Norway, Sweden and Iceland. Paternity
leave policies were also launched in the region as
early as the seventies, and today have greatest
acceptance in Finland, Iceland and Sweden.
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Interview with the Baroness Ruby McGregor-Smith, CBE
Maternity challenges, building aspirations,
role models

Baroness McGregor-Smith CBE is the chief
FYFDVUJWFPGŖDFSPG.JUJF(SPVQ1-$ B'54&
listed company.

Can you describe the challenges you encountered as
a woman moving up the career ladder in the UK?
Do you feel there are any advantages or disadvantages to being an Asian career woman in the UK?
*UÁTEJGŖDVMUUPSFEVDFUIFDIBMMFOHFTPGUIFXPSLQMBDF
down to just gender as there will always be challenges.
The hardest thing for me was having young children. In
NZPXODBTF *MFŝFNQMPZNFOUGPSBXIJMFCFDBVTF*
missed the kids too much. As a mother, your biggest
responsibility is always to your kids and the workplace is
not always accommodating to challenging families. However, you can manage with the right support. I was in a
young industry and received support from the company
chairman and chief executive when I re-entered the workforce. I feel there are disadvantages to being an Asian
woman in Britain because you are judged on that and
more stereotyped than you should be. However, I wasn’t
aware it was a disadvantage at the time. Being a woman
BOECFJOHEJšFSFOUXBTBOPWFMUZ
Which aspect of the gender gap in the UK workplace is going to be the hardest to resolve and
XIZ )PXTQFDJÎDJTJUUPUIF6,
The gender pay gap exists in the UK workplace because
XPNFODIPPTFEJšFSFOUSPMFT5IFBTQJSBUJPOGPSNPSF
challenging roles is lacking. Education needs to play a
greater role in encouraging young women to believe
“they can do anything”. They require more role models,
mentors and sponsors. This requires a generational
change. When I conducted corporate roadshows
throughout the UK, I remember that amongst the senior
fund managers we met, only two were women. This
brings me back to role models. Society will change gradually as more role models come through.
What can less diverse industries learn from more
diverse industries?
I think all industries can to some extent learn from each
PUIFS:PVOHJOEVTUSJFTIBWFMFTTIJFSBSDIZBOENPSFŗFYibility while traditional or large organizations tend to be
more hierarchical and lose out on diverse thinking. Diversity targets in an industry can help break down barriers.
But encouragement and support through mentors and
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sponsorship programs are important too at narrowing the
gender gap.
8IBUBSFUIFCFOFÎUTUIBUHFOEFSEJWFSTJUZCSJOHUP
the corporate boardroom in your view?
Inclusion and diversity are important if you want diverse
UIJOLJOHJUÁTNPSFNPUJWBUJPOBMUPXPSLGPSBDPNQBOZ
UIBUMPPLTBOEGFFMTBCJUEJšFSFOU*UÁTHPJOHUPBUUSBDU
the right talent and diverse thinking creates a better organization. It’s not just about the corporate boardroom but
at all levels of business and government too.
Are there any successful initiatives to address the
gender gap in the workplace in the UK that other
countries could learn from?
Whether you are male or female, you are going to be a
role model and key to bringing out the best talent from
the next generation. In the UK, we have the “Speakers
for School” and “Inspiring the Future” programs which
DPOOFDUTUVEFOUTBOEUFBDIFSTXJUIMFBEJOHŖHVSFTJOUIF
workplace. When I give talks at schools, the kids have no
comprehension of my job and how I got here and I help
connect it all back to my own school. I think these initiatives which show children real people should be encouraged. It only takes up one hour of my time a year.
:PVSFŤPSUTDIBNQJPOJOHUIFDBVTFPGXPNFO 
especially in the workplace, have received considerable recognition in the UK. Do you think this is
unusual or the norm?
I think it’s a shame that I get to be recognized as championing this cause because we should not have to champion this. The mix of women in the workplace should mirror that of society and everyone should be involved in
bringing about this change.

Towards a solution – understanding what matters

Policies and practices
+BQBOSFNBJOTBQSJNFFYBNQMFXIFSFBOBHHSFTsive gender equality campaign has failed to deliver
UIFFYQFDUFESFTVMUT*O UIF+BQBOFTFHPWernment was forced to cut the goal for women to
occupy 30% of corporate management positions
as well as 30% of section-chief positions in the
national bureaucracy by 2020 to 15% and 7%,
respectively. One reason cited for the poor success
SBUFJTUIBUJUDPOŗJDUTXJUIBQBSBMMFMHPWFSONFOU
policy objective to raise fertility rates. While the
government has raised the availability of child daycare centers to encourage working mothers, the
quality and access to child daycare centers continues to remain inadequate. Maternity leave is not a
NBJOTUSFBNQSBDUJDFJO+BQBOBOENBUFSOJUZTUJMM
remains a primary reason why women leave the
workplace.
The absence of consequences or penalties for a
company that does not achieve gender equality
goals has also been raised as a reason for the slow
progress.1 While we see these as potential contributing factors, establishing and developing a susUBJOBCMFDPSQPSBUFDVMUVSFUIBUTIJŝTBXBZGSPN
gender stereotypes 2 has been shown to be a factor to success. This cannot be achieved overnight,
particularly in cultures where gender attitudes are
EFFQMZFOUSFODIFE'PS+BQBO UIJTBMTPSFRVJSFTB
change in the male-oriented labor culture, where
MPOHIPVSTJOUIFPGŖDFBSFUIFOPSN
Parental leave matters
The experience of several countries has shown
that just lengthening maternity leave may not be
enough to keep women in the workplace. MatchJOHQBUFSOJUZMFBWFUPNBUFSOJUZMFBWFPSPšFSJOH
“parental leave” which partners can share is a
more holistic solution. Aside from the implications of shared unpaid workload, promotion
prospects are not biased towards men when both
sexes are equally impacted by absence from the

Fig. 10
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workplace upon child-birth. However, the acceptance of paternity leave takes time even in counUSJFTTVDIBT4XFEFOXIJDIJTPŝFOTIPXDBTFEBT
an example of success. When paternity leave was
ŖSTUJOUSPEVDFEJO4XFEFO GBUIFSTVTFEPOMZ
PGUIF`EBZTPGQBSFOUBMMFBWFPOPšFS
*UUPPL`ZFBSTGPSUIJTUPSJTFUP3 In many
DPVOUSJFT GPSQBSFOUBMMFBWFUPCFFšFDUJWF XPSL
cultures will need to change to dispel the notion
of paternity leave as a sign of weakness.

 4PVSDF8PNFOPNJDTBDIJFWFTCBCZTUFQTCVUTPDJBMGPSDFTMJNJU
QSPHSFTT +BQBO5JNFT 0DUPCFS 
2
 4PVSDF.D,JOTFZ$PNQBOZ .D,JOTFZ2VBSUFSMZ0DUPCFS
“It’s good to be the Queen …but easier being the king”
3
 4PVSDFÃ8IZ4XFEJTINFOUBLFTPNVDIQBUFSOJUZMFBWFÄ 
5IF`&DPOPNJTU +VMZ 
1
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Fig. 11

$PNQBSJTPOPGNBUFSOJUZMFBWFCFOFŖUT
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100%
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9
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100%
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13
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13
13
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13
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 VQUPBDFJMJOH
100%
100%
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100%
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20
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16
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Up to 60% depending
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MPXFSPGŗBUSBUF
for weeks 7–39;
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Italy
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22
14
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17
14
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4PVSDF0&$%
/PUF3FHJPOBWFSBHFTBSFCBTFEPOBTFMFDUVOJWFSTFPGDPVOUSJFT
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Source of
maternity leave
CFOFÎUT
Social insurance
Social insurance
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Employer
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FNQMPZFS
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Social insurance
TUBUFBMTPDPOUSJCVUFT
Social insurance
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Social insurance
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This can also lead to one member of the couple,
usually the woman, opting to make a career
TBDSJŖDFFWFOXIFOQBUFSOJUZMFBWFJTBOPQUJPO*U
further reinforces the importance of fostering profound underlying work culture change.1
Another issue relating to maternity or paternity
leave is the economic burden of subsidizing this
for companies in countries where the pay is not
covered by the government or social insurance
TFF'JH XIJDIJTUIFDBTFGPSTFWFSBMFNFSHJOH
market Asian countries. This burden falls especially
hard on smaller enterprises that may have a handful of employees and represents a clear disincentive to hire women. With SMEs employing 45% of
UIFHMPCBMXPSLGPSDF UIFFšFDUDBOCFDPOTJEFSable in populous countries such as Indonesia and
India where women’s participation in the labor
GPSDFJTOPUPSJPVTMZMPX TFF'JH 
Quality of and access to child-care are key
The burden of unpaid work due to child rearing is
cited as a key reason women who leave the workforce to give birth do not return. While high earnJOHXPNFODBOPŝFOBšPSEEPNFTUJDIFMp 2
women with middle or lower incomes are likely to
SFMZPOUIFŖOBODJBMTVQQPSUPGBQBSUOFS5IF
BWBJMBCJMJUZPGTVCTJEJ[FEPSBšPSEBCMFDIJMEDBSFPS
creches is now recognized as a key policy solution
to address this problem. However, if the quality of
the child-care is poor or the system is overstrained
XJUIMJNJUFEBDDFTT BTJO+BQBO 3 it may have limited success. Free or heavily subsidized child-care
XJMMBMTPCFSFŗFDUFEJOUIFQSFWBJMJOHJODPNFUBY
rate. In Germany where income tax rates reach
50%, each child has the right to a heavily subsidized crèche. In contrast, in Switzerland where tax
rates can be as low as 20%, creches are not subsiEJ[FE*UDBOCFBSHVFEUIBUUIFŖTDBMTZTUFNJO
(FSNBOZJOUIJTTFOTFPšFSTHSFBUFSTVQQPSUUP
XPNFOJOUIFMBCPSGPSDFBT`UIFCVSEFOPGDSDIF
costs are indirectly supported by the broader tax
system.

The need for dedicated corporate policies
All said, while there is empirical evidence that
paternity leave and child-care support contribute
TJHOJŖDBOUMZUPSFEVDJOHUIFHFOEFSHBQPWFSUJNF 
the phenomenon of the widening gender gap at
the mid-career stage for women suggests these
measures may not be enough to tilt the work-life
balance in favor of working for all women.
Best-practice corporations address this with dedicated action towards women, not as a campaign,
but as an ingrained and sustainable feature of corQPSBUFCFIBWJPS DVMUVSF 4VDIBDUJPOTJODMVEF
equal pay structures, a strong pipeline of talent in
both middle and senior management, stronger
family support policies and mentorship and sponsorship programs to support promotion of
women. With reference to the latter, it is worth
highlighting the importance of sponsorship over
mentorship as the former engages senior managers and holds them accountable.4
&ŤFDUJWFFOGPSDFNFOUPGMBCPSMBXT
4FHSFHBUJPOXJUIJOUIFXPSLGPSDFBOEJOEJšFSFOU
industries due to legal restrictions can present a
sizable challenge to labor policy in some countries
and need be resolved with enforceable anti-discrimination policies. Other measures listed by the
IMF to reduce the workplace gender gap include
ŗFYJCMFXPSLBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSXPNFOUPBDDPNmodate their domestic duties and facilitating the
transition from part to full-time work. Social
acceptance of women in high-level positions has
been reinforced by many governments with quotas or targets for women in leadership positions in
public and private corporations with some success.5 Alongside such government policies and
targets, it is important to foster the necessary corporate culture and behavior for gender equality to
remain a sustainable project.

 4PVSDF0MJWFS8ZNBO Ã8PNFOJO'JOBODJBM4FSWJDFTÄ
 4PVSDFÃ8PSLJOH.PUIFSTXIP.BLFJUBMM8PSLÄ 
84+ +VOF 
3
 4PVSDFÃ2VBMJUZPGEBZDBSFJO+BQBOEFUFSJPSBUJOHÄ 
+"1"/50%": "QSJM 
4
 4PVSDF)BSWBSE#VTJOFTT3FWJFXÃ8IZ.FO4UJMM(FU.PSF
Promotions than Women”, September 2010.
5
 4PVSDF(FOEFS2VPUBTBOE'FNBMF-FBEFSTIJQ"3FWJFX#BDLground Paper for the World Development Report on Gender, Rohini
Pande and Deanna Ford, April 7, 2011.
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Towards a solution – understanding what matters

Interview with Essie Weingarten
Entrepreneurship, leadership priorities, mentorship

Essie Weingarten is founder and global creative
director of Essie Cosmetics.

When you started out in 1981, how supportive was
the environment to female entrepreneurs? What are
UIFDIBMMFOHFTXPNFOGBDFUIBUBSFTQFDJÎDUPZPVS
industry?
8IFO*TUBSUFE&TTJF$PTNFUJDTJO JUXBTBEJšFSFOU
world. I would go to chemists and glass manufacturers and
I was told by most of my future vendors that I would have
to give them “CIA“ – Cash in Advance! In other words, they
were not serious about a woman with a startup business. I
believed that I could change the way women would think
about nail colors by giving them an award winning formula
that would go on like silk and wear like iron. The professional nail polish business was essentially nonexistent. All of
my competitors were focused on doing makeup, lip color,
foundations and eye color. No one was specialized in the
business opportunity for nails. The professional category in
nail polish was run by men, and all of the companies in the
business were also run by men. Because this is an industry
that aims to make women feel special, I thought that a
woman’s touch could be a competitive advantage.
In the US, women are still under-represented at
many levels of the corporate pipeline. What do you
think are the key barriers here?
I always used to say there are many men in business – a
few amazing men on top, a few at the bottom, and lots in
the middle. However, with women in business, there are
great women at the top, very few in the middle, and then
lots who are just there and have very little drive.
What changes does an organization need to make to
its culture to enable women to achieve their full
potential?
Most major global companies are top heavy with men.
8PNFONBZCSJOHBEJšFSFOUQFSTQFDUJWFUIBONFOBOE
they can be adept at skills that men may never think about.
I feel women do mentor other women better as long as
the company is not super-competitive. That goes back to
the culture of the company.
What are the key trends you have observed over the
years with regard to women in the workplace? What
would you change?
Years ago, men in the workplace employed women as secretaries, but now women can be successful as CEOs and
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senior executives. Women in management today don’t necessarily require male secretaries; they simply require someone who can best help them to execute their business plan.
As the CEO of a successful company, how did you
manage the work-life balance? And would you say
that the share of women’s home responsibilities has
improved in the last 30 years?
Work-life balance is not as easy as people say it is. To be a
good leader has nothing to do with being able to balance
your life. As CEO, when you have responsibility for the success of the company and when something unexpected happens, you must be there to respond. Without your involvement as the leader of the enterprise, why would anyone
else at the company take the initiative to address a problem
that the CEO thinks is unimportant? Of course, family and
friends have always understood when I missed an importBOUFWFOUCFDBVTFPGCVTJOFTT*`NVTUTBZ*XBTOPUIBQQZ
to miss so many of my family and friends’ parties and
FWFOUTIPXFWFS CVTJOFTTDBNFŖSTU*GFFMUIBUXPSLMJGF
CBMBODFJTTUJMMBEJGŖDVMUJTTVFIPXFWFS NBOZXPNFOIBWF
husbands that do help with children and other family tasks.
It has become normal to share responsibilities.
8IBU JGBOZ BSFUIFEJŤFSFODFTJOMFBEFSTIJQTUZMFT
of women and men? Could you provide some
examples?
I believe that women in leadership roles get the job done
faster and in a more logical way. Maybe this is because of
UIFJSOVSUVSJOHBCJMJUJFT8PNFOQPTTFTTBEJšFSFOUTFUPG
skills, possibly because of their experience balancing
responsibilities at work and at home. I believe most women
have a better sense of teamwork. Women are great motivators and know how to inspire their team.
How would you describe women’s support to other
women in the workplace? Have you mentored
women? What was your experience?
Women love to mentor young women to make sure they
stay focused and interested in the company. Young talented women must be encouraged and really do respond
positively when you notice them and take the time to give
them that extra attention. Women are very sensitive to
customer service and they also like to try new things. They
are not afraid to make a decision.

Towards a solution – understanding what matters

Solutions come at a cost
According to the McKinsey study, the economic
cost of closing the gender gap and boosting
UIF`HMPCBMFDPOPNZCZ64%USJMMJPOXJUIJO
B`EFDBEFJTBOFTUJNBUFE64%¾USOPS
1.3%–1.7% of global GDP. 1
However, the social costs may be of far greater
consequence as the policies to address this will
JOWPMWFTBDSJŖDFTBOEUSBEFPšTPWFSUIFTIPSU
and longer term. At the family level it may involve
BDDFQUJOHBEJšFSFOUEPNFTUJDBSSBOHFNFOU BU
the corporate level it will incur short-term costs,
and at the national it may mean higher tax rates.

Policies include increased subsidized access to
high-quality childcare as well as reducing the gap
in retirement ages between men and women. Fiscal incentives for secondary earners (predomiOBOUMZGFNBMF TVDIBTUBYDSFEJUTUPTUJNVMBUF
labor force participation are examples of supportJWFŖTDBMQPMJDJFT-JOLJOHDIJMETVQQPSUBOEXFMGBSFCFOFŖUTUPMBCPSGPSDFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPSKPC
training are also better than simply raising welfare
handouts which can act as a disincentive for
women to work.

It remains clear that the correct prescriptive policy
mix will vary greatly by region, level of economic
development and gender gap policies already in
QMBDF*OEFWFMPQJOHNBSLFUTXJUITJHOJŖDBOUSVSBM
populations, family planning and maternal healthcare remain primary areas of development.
Investment in energy, sanitation and water are
key precursors for gender gap policies in MENA
and South Asia. Important distinctions in education investment arise too, with the need to invest
in secondary education more marked in developing markets and tertiary education in developed
markets.
In more mature economies, enhanced governNFOUMBCPSBOEŖTDBMQPMJDJFT BMPOHXJUICFUUFS
enforcement of these policies, are necessary to
reduce gender imbalances in the workforce.
Expanding public spending on parental leave
schemes is increasingly regarded as a best-inpractice policy. The fact that emerging markets
on average provide 14 weeks of maternity leave,
which is almost entirely covered by social insurance, compared to 12 weeks of unpaid maternity
MFBWFJOUIF64 TFF'JH TVHHFTUTUIBUTVDI
policies are not unique to wealthier economies.
Empirical evidence suggests that parental leave is
an enhancement on maternal leave over the long
term.

 4PVSDF.D,JOTFZ(MPCBM*OTUJUVUFÃ5IFQPXFSPGQBSJUZ)PX
advancing women’s equality can add USD12 trillion to global
growth”, September 2015.
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